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Disclaimer

Information presented herein represents the author’s personal opinion and understanding of the relevant issues involved. The author and Seagate Technology do not assume any responsibility or liability for damages arising out of any reliance on or use of this information. No warranties expressed or implied. Use at your own risk.
Key Points

- Drives with security technology are now commonplace
  - Available in most new HDD and SSD drives from major manufacturers
  - The hardware and firmware of newer drives contain anti-hacking robustness features
  - Security interface and controls are standardized across vendors
  - Drives are now available with FIPS certifications, for assurance a drive meets proven standards

- Drive security technology can be used to help digital data preservation
  - Security features can help prevent repository attacks from malware/ransomware
  - Security features now enable the creation of “WORM” drives
  - Features allow for LBA regions within a drive called bands to be protected from modification
Enemies of the Digital Data Preservationist

Storage Device Failure
- Media corrosion / oxidation, thermal decay, “Bit Rot”
- Environmental: fires, floods, earthquakes, etc.
- Latent systematic failure modes

Technology Obsolescence
- Data Format Obsolescence
  - PDF 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5…
- BBC Domesday Project
- Interface / Protocol Obsolescence
  - SMD, ST-506, SASI, ESDI, IDE, Parallel SCSI, PATA, FCAL

Human Sources
- Accidental (accidental deletion, misplacement)
- Malicious (ransomware, hackers, disgruntled employees)
- Political (Historical Revisionism, war, budget cuts)

*Security technology can help protect against human causes*
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Some 1990s – 2000’s era laptops had “security” via ATA-Security protocol

- Simple PIN-based access control mechanism
- Typically implemented in non-validated firmware
- Typically no data encryption & no provisions for secure-erase
- Possibly effective against common criminals, but not against real hacker adversaries

Legislation required better data protection

- California Security Breach Information Act (CA SB 1386) – 2002 – required encryption
- Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act (Sarbanes-Oxley / SOX 404) – 2002 – IT controls

In response, data storage industry formed standards for drive encryption technology

- Partnered with the Trusted Computing Group and ANSI-T10/T13 to form security specifications for drives
  - TCG Opal for Laptop / Notebook / Desktop drives and TCG Enterprise for Enterprise server drives
  - US Government formed standards under NIST for data encryption, key management, tampering, secure erasure...

The result was more secure, standardized products for data loss prevention
Hardening of HDDs & SSD Designs

1. Secure-Boot
   - Cryptographically Signed & Validated Drive Firmware
   - ROM in storage device loads firmware from flash and validates it with public key
   - Rogue firmware detection

2. Security hardware - common in most (if not all) new drive controllers
   - AES256-XTS, SHA engines, random number generators, RSA PKCS, etc.

3. Secure-Diagnostics: Locked Debug Ports
   - Vendor-unique commands and debug features cryptographically locked down
   - Hardware debug ports, such as JTAG and manufacturing serial ports locked down

4. FIPS 140-2 / FIPS 140-Next / Common Criteria Security
   - Federal Info Processing Std. 140 Certifications, Anti-Tampering Features

5. US Federal Trade Agreements Act “TAA” Compliance (19 USC 2501-2581)
   - Known Provenance, Trusted Life Cycle, Device Root of Trust, Secure Supply Chain
   - Required in many governmental data storage applications
Protecting User Data – Seagate Encryption Design Aspects

All user data are encrypted in DRAM, Flash, Magnetic Media with AES-256

Important Design Aspects

• User data are encrypted upon receipt
  - with AES-256-XTS
• User data are encrypted in-buffer
  - Prevents frozen DRAM attacks
• Unwrapped Encryption Key E exists only internally within SoC registers
  - Encryption key on media (E') is always wrapped with Hardware’s Root Key (H) – This key is unique & private to each controller chip
• Encryption key on media (E') may be further wrapped with user’s Authentication key (depends upon drive type and settings)
• Key changes, such as during Instant secure erase, generate a new encryption key (E)
Commonly Available Security Features

On most new drives:
1. **Device Data Destruction - “Instant Secure Erase” (ISE)**
   - Drive data are erased cryptographically in seconds via key destruction
   - Typically used when drives are re-purposed or destroyed
   - Standardized via NIST 800-88, NIST 800-57, ISO 27040

Features generally available on FIPs140-2 and TCG-compliant drives:
2. **Encryption – “Data at Rest” Security**
   - User data on the storage device is not accessible without authentication

3. **Band Locking –**
   - Logical Bands of LBA's can be set to require authentication to access
   - Logical Bands (including entire drive) can be made Read-Only / Write-Only
     - Read-only capability - important for data preservation
     - Write-only capability - for security of field video surveillance, logging applications
   - For preservation, data can be written to the drive and then the storage band can be set read-only
     - Data in a read-only band can be set up to readable without authentication
     - Data stored in a read-only band cannot be altered or erased without authentication

4. **Port Locking – Enable/Disable features is under access control**
   - For example, firmware download can be disabled
Advice for the Data Preservationist

Or more specifically, for your supporting IT personnel:

1. **Be aware of the type of drives offered and their features**
   - Whether it contains TCG security features, FIPs 140 certifications, instant secure erase, secure code validation, etc.
   - Be aware of command behavior under command set.
     - For example, a FIPS drive shuts off open T-10 sanitize in FIPS mode and controls erasure via authentication, whereas a SED drive may not.

2. **Take ownership control of your drive’s security**
   - Drive are shipped with default credentials (keys), set to MSID (manufacturer’s SID).
   - MSID can be queried through the drive’s interface and changed to something secret
     - You (the owner) want to do this and not leave it open for a hacker to do so
     - This must be done for all resource authorities (e.g. the administration SP, the BandMaster, the EraseMaster, etc.)
   - This typically done with a replicated key server

3. **Learn the various security features options of your drives and set them accordingly**
   - For example, enabling the *Instant Secure Erase* feature may be undesirable for drives storing public information
   - On the other hand, ISE may be very important for drives storing confidential information
   - ISE behavior can vary between drive type.

4. **Consider changing security settings over the drives life as your needs change**
   - For example, by setting data bands to read-only if data will no longer be updated

5. **Test and validate any security-related software on small samples before wider deployment**
   - To reduce the chances of widespread data loss through human error
Summary

- Data storage devices (drives) are always targets for hackers and thieves
- Drive security features have evolved to counteract these threats
- Security technology is now commonplace in most new drives
- FIPs certified drives provide the buyer assurance a drive meets standards
- Drive security technology can be used to help digital data preservation
Additional Reference Information
Further Reading

2. https://trustedcomputinggroup.org/work-groups/storage/
FIPS 140-2 validation provides certified assurance that a device’s cryptography technology meets NIST standards required for sensitive data storage, covering areas such as security, protection profiles, random number generation, key establishment, and tamper resistance.
FIPS 140-2 Security Levels

Level 1
• Requires a cryptographic module, no physical security

Level 2
• In addition to a cryptographic module, requires to show evidence of tampering with physical security

Level 3
• Adds prevention of access critical security parameters held within the cryptographic module and may include mechanisms may include the use of strong enclosures and tamper-detection/response circuitry that zeroes all plaintext

Level 4
• Adds physical security mechanisms provide a complete envelope of protection around the cryptographic module with the intent of detecting and responding to all unauthorized attempts at physical access
Trade Agreements Act

• The Federal Trade Agreements Act (19 U.S.C 2501-2581) is also Known as “TAA” of 1979 was enacted to foster fair and open international trade, but more importantly, it implemented the requirement that the U.S. Government may acquire only U.S.-made or -designated end products
  • The cost of its components mined, produced, or manufactured in the U.S. exceeds 50 percent of the cost of all of its components
  • Products must undergo “substantial transformation” within the US or TAA country

• US Government procurement requires TAA for many projects
  • GSA contracts – regardless of cost (min thresholds do not apply)
  • DOD contracts
  • IDIQ (indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity) contracts
Seagate Product TAA Compliance

Seagate has certified methods for Trade Agreements Act (TAA) compliance in USA, Singapore, South Korea

Seagate Certified for Designed in USA
Enterprise, Mission Critical & Desktop

The Customs and Border Protection (CBP) issued a final determination on August 15, 2013 that certain Seagate HDDs, including SED HDDs, are substantially transformed in the U.S. and for purposes of U.S. Government procurement are products of the United States.

Ruling specifics:
• Drives in the following market segments: Business Critical, Mission Critical, Desktop
• Includes 80% of USA-based R&D Content with firmware programmed in the US and of US origin
• Follows a process where HDDs arrive into USA as non-functional with no active firmware

Excludes: Client Notebook Hard Drives

The Customs and Border Protection (CBP) issued a final determination on November 30, 2016 that for hard disk drives where “the firmware for the hard disk drives is primarily written and installed … in the same country”, for purposes of U.S. Government procurement are products of either Singapore or South Korea.

Ruling specifics:
• Drives in the following market segments: Notebook
• Includes 80% of Singapore/South Korea-based R&D Content with firmware programmed in the Singapore/South Korea and of Singapore/South Korea origin
• Follows a process where HDDs arrive into Singapore/South Korea as non-functional with no active firmware